Davidson Traffic Control Products

Snow Poles and Posts

Snow Plow Guides and Marking Posts

— Made in the USA —

Snow Pole
3639

Snow Post
2549
Reduce Damage to Fixed Objects in Plowing Operations
Snow Poles provide advance warning to plow operators of the locations of fixed objects such as guardrails. Unlike thin fiberglass strips, our round poles are a highly visible target from any angle of approach, showing operators where to plow safely. Reflective sheeting can be affixed to our poles for even safer guidance after dark. Using Snow Poles improves operator safety and reduces replacement costs by effectively guiding your plowing operations, day and night.

Versatile Poles and Posts Offer a Variety of Applications
Snow poles are essential to safe and cost-effective snow removal operations. In addition, our poles and posts can be utilized to:

• Mark culverts and drains (all models work well for this)
• Locate junction boxes (3639 Yellow)
• Mark cross-country ski trails (3639 Fluorescent Orange)
• Support banners and signs (2549 Orange)
• Secure snow fencing (2549 Orange)
• Delineate lift lines (2549 Orange)

• School Crosswalk Flag Staff (3639 Fluorescent Yellow-Green) Use Davidson Snow Poles and Posts anywhere that inexpensive and effective marking is needed.

Brightly Colored Snow Poles Guide the Way, Regardless of Weather
To warn skiers of approaching hazards and closed areas, our standard Snow Pole Model 3639 is highly visible from long distances. The bright, solid colored bodies make them stand out boldly against the snow, even on dark winter days. Our newest poles employ eye-catching, fluorescent colors that are readily spotted by skiers in all types of weather conditions. By using our poles, you can give skiers advance notice of approaching hazards and closed runs. This increases personal safety and decreases liability for property owners.

Cost Effective Snow Poles Deliver Long Term Performance at an Affordable Cost
Our Snow Poles and Posts are inexpensive and durable. When compared with wood, bamboo or plastic pipe, or posts and poles perform more effectively throughout a longer life cycle. Both types employ of exclusive honeycomb cross section that provides great strength and light weight. Our specially engineered plastic alloys are modified for cold temperature impact resistance. Like a tree in the wind, our poles bend under a load and then snap back into a fully upright position. A combination of quality materials and design, our poles assure superior performance in tough conditions.

“The poles are easier to see at night. The orange color is easy to see when plowing or rotating. There has been no breakage in our two years of use and should last several years.” — Wyoming dot
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Click the CADdetails link on our website for technical drawings and specs or contact us at hwysales@pexco.com

Pexco is a leading manufacturer of recycled traffic control products